Preparing the Underprepared:
Current Academic Library Practices
in Developmental Education
Ann Roselle
This qualitative study examines academic libraries and developmental
education. The study was based on semistructured telephone inter
views with 31 librarians from 21 states. Interview questions focused on
instruction services for developmental students, library collections for
developmental students, collaboration with developmental education
instructors and learning centers, and professional development related to
developmental education. Analysis of the results shows that librarians ap
ply sound pedagogy when infusing basic library skills into developmental
education and academic success courses, design assignments with high
probability of student success, reduce library anxiety and build student
conﬁdence, and develop and promote library collections beneﬁcial to
developmental students.

lose to 30 percent of all incoming freshmen are in some way
inadequately prepared for
college-level work.1 This percentage is over 40 percent at public twoyear colleges,2 remaining consistent for
decades.3 Furthermore, 37 states estimate
that 79 percent of students entering community colleges will need remediation.4
In response, most postsecondary institutions oﬀer some form of developmental
education, which may consist of remedial
courses in reading, writing, and mathematics, as well as tutoring, mentoring,
personal and career counseling, academic
advisement, and supplemental instruction to developmental students.5
The purpose of this qualitative research
study is to examine how academic librar-

ies currently participate in developmental
education programs. The study identiﬁes
patterns in current practices through the
examination of these practices. This research ﬁlls a knowledge gap reﬂected by
the absence of academic libraries in the
developmental education literature and
only outdated research and case studies in
the library science literature. This research
reveals the roles that academic libraries
can play in comprehensive developmental education programs and the strategies
for integrating into these programs.
Literature Review
One of the most common characteristics
of successful developmental education
programs has been a comprehensive
system, which has not relied solely on
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coursework but has incorporated a variety of services outside the classroom.6 Despite the importance of a comprehensive
program, references to libraries have been
consistently absent from developmental
education literature.
Katherine Gerlaugh and her colleagues
have studied current practices in community college developmental education
programs and have found that services
outside the classroom have been important.7 While tutoring, academic advising,
study skills workshops, orientations,
and supplemental instruction have been
identiﬁed, academic libraries have not
been mentioned. The Center for Student
Success has studied basic skills education
among California community colleges
and has developed a guide to eﬀective
practices.8 While basic skills in reading,
writing, mathematics, and studying
have been included, basic library skills
have been absent from the guide. Robert
H. McCabe has identiﬁed best practices
of developmental education programs,
which have linked to all areas of the college.9 While many diﬀerent services have
been discussed, academic libraries have
garnered only a brief remark that students
need to use library databases.
In an earlier report, McCabe explained
the importance of information competencies for graduates; yet academic libraries
have been absent from the list of what
has contributed to a successful program.10
Hunter Boylan has identiﬁed institutions
as exemplars of best practices and has
explained that successful developmental
education programs are unlikely to have
high rates of student success without offering a broad range of support services.11
Again, academic libraries have not been
mentioned. John E. Roueche, Eileen E. Ely,
and Suanne D. Roueche have described
the developmental education program
at The Community College of Denver
(CCD), an exemplary program.12 While
they have remarked that CCD students
need to conduct research, academic libraries have not been mentioned. Roueche
and Roueche have recommended that

eﬀective developmental education programs have included basic skills in remedial courses; yet library skills have not
been mentioned.13 Martha Casazza has
reviewed the history of developmental
education and has explained that the
most successful approach has been a comprehensive one.14 Once again, academic
libraries have been absent. Finally, the
NADE Self-Evaluation Guides merely have
included “adequate library resources” on
an evaluation checklist and have not mentioned academic library services.15
The library science literature on academic libraries and developmental
education has primarily been represented
by case studies, although a few older
research articles have been published.
Kenneth O. Phifer and Ruth J. Person
have surveyed 31 community college
libraries and have discovered that libraries have only minimally been involved
in developmental education.16 Donald T.
Rippey and Carol Truett have surveyed
43 Texas community college libraries and
have discovered that only a small number of special library services have been
provided to developmental students.17
Mary Ann Aﬄeck has surveyed 120 community colleges on library instruction and
has included questions about instruction
adapted for developmental students.18
While more specialized instruction has
been conducted compared to the Rippey
and Truett study, Aﬄeck has still been
concerned that almost a third of respondents have failed to adapt library instruction for developmental students.
Several case studies have appeared
in the library literature in the 1980s. Coincidentally, the Community and Junior
College Libraries Section of the Association of College and Research Libraries has
drafted recommendations for library services for underprepared students during
this same period.19 After a noticeable gap
in the 1990s, publications on libraries and
developmental education have returned.
Case studies have included specialized
library instruction in developmental
courses,20 specialized library projects for
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developmental courses,21 a library course
paired with a developmental course,22
library collaboration with a skills lab,23
and a library-administered developmental education program.24 Other writings
have focused on the need for libraries to
participate more actively in developmental education.25
Methods
Telephone interviews were conducted
with academic librarians throughout
the United States. Purposeful sampling26
identiﬁed academic librarians who had a
high likelihood of participating in developmental education programs on their
campuses and who could provide insights on the range of library services for
developmental students. This sampling
was done by selecting librarians from:
1) colleges exemplifying “best practices”
by developmental education researchers;27 2) case studies in the library science
literature; 3) postings for good examples
of library contributions to developmental
education on CJC-L (discussion forum
for community college librarians) and
LRNASST-L (discussion forum for learning assistance professionals); and 4)
participation at a national developmental
education conference. Of the 46 librarians
contacted to participate, 67 percent (31)
accepted.
The study included 31 librarians (25
female, 6 male) interviewed during the
months of November and December 2007
and March 2008. The librarians’ years of
experience at their institutions ranged
from 15 months to 35 years. The interviews represented 29 public postsecondary institutions (25 two-year, 4 four-year),
from 21 diﬀerent states, in a variety of
settings (city, suburban, and town) with
small (1,000) to large (38,000) student
populations. When such information was
known to them, librarians reported 30
percent to 95 percent of students at their
institutions testing at a developmental
level in at least one subject area.
During the semistructured interviews,
lasting an average of 45 minutes, the re-
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searcher asked the librarians 20 interview
questions on their experiences with the
following areas: 1) instruction services
for developmental students; 2) library
collections for developmental students; 3)
collaboration with developmental education instructors and learning centers; and
4) professional development in developmental education. Secondary, probing
questions were also asked during the
course of the interviews. When requested,
the researcher provided a copy of the
interview questions to the participants
prior to the interview sessions.
Each interview was transcribed by
the researcher and read multiple times.
The researcher used a systematic coding
process28 to generate concepts from the
data. Each interview was ﬁrst analyzed
as a whole entity, using line-by-line coding, where the researcher added coding
categories in the transcript margins.
Transcript material that was not pertinent
to the purpose of the study was coded
as extraneous. The researcher also colorcoded recurring concepts. The researcher
then used cross-case analysis29 to group
together answers to common questions,
which deepened understanding of the
data. During cross-case analysis, the
researcher utilized a word processing
“ﬁnd” function to search for recurring
words or phrases in the transcripts. Based
on the analysis of the concepts generated
by the data, the researcher identiﬁed patterns in current academic library practices
in developmental education.
After the interviews, 14 of the librarians shared documentation with the
researcher. The documentation included
sample lesson plans, class exercises,
course assignments, library handouts,
Web site addresses, and internal reports.
These documents were checked against
the transcripts and validated the interview data. The reliability of the data was
also supported by the credibility of the
researcher, who was trained to conduct
qualitative research by renowned social
scientists30 and has published results from
other qualitative studies.
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Results
Instruction
According to the National Center for Education Statistics, 98 percent of 2-year and
80 percent of 4-year public postsecondary
institutions with incoming freshmen oﬀer
remedial reading, writing, or mathematics courses.31 Therefore, it is not surprising
that 90 percent of librarians interviewed
provide specialized library instruction to
developmental reading and/or writing
courses. Librarians integrate instruction
into the curriculum as a formal requirement or provide instruction to classes by
request of individual instructors. One
college oﬀers a complete developmental
library course for credit to developmental
students.
Fully 83 percent of librarians interviewed indicated that library instruction
is incorporated into academic success
courses, which are often required for
developmental education students. Of
these librarians, 60 percent explained
that library integration is mandatory in
these courses. Integrating the library with
academic success courses is particularly
appropriate, since research shows a relationship between frequency of library use
and the development of eﬀective study
skills.32 In six cases, the librarian is the
formal instructor for the entire academic
success course. All of the librarians use
evaluation or assessment techniques for
the instruction sessions, including satisfaction surveys, class evaluation forms,
the one-minute paper, pre and post tests,
examination of works citing pages, and
feedback from instructors.
Six patterns in current instructional
practices with developmental students
emerged from the interviews.
(1) Multiple sessions. More than half
(52%) of librarians interviewed teach
more than one library session to a developmental class. As a librarian explains:
Instead of coming once for a 50minute class, they come two or three
times… for 20 minutes. And then, it
is followed up by hands-on [work].

So, they are short bursts of information followed by hands-on.
Another librarian implements multiple
sessions for reading courses:
The reading faculty and the librarians designed a progressive group
of classes. They end up coming to
the library 3 times, instead of just
once. The ﬁrst time… they’re doing
research on their author. The second
time… they’re doing what we call “a
timeline.” The third time… they do
web evaluation.… There are three
levels of reading and each level
comes in several times.… It really
does work well.
The librarians indicate many advantages to multiple sessions, including less
chance of overwhelming students with
information, the ability to teach one thing
at a time and focus on a single task, the occasion to review concepts and skills, and
the opportunity for students to practice
particular skills over and over again. In
fact, 19 percent of librarians interviewed
emphasized the need for repetition.
Another advantage to multiple sessions
is that librarians may get to know the
students better, which can help in building more engaging relationships with
students. A librarian shares:
I’ve gotten to see the students more
than once… and I can see them
actually mastering skills. That is a
real exciting piece for me. We get a
lot of one-on-one time… over and
over again.… I can recognize these
students, and they all know me.…
They see me as the friendly positive
face, and they’ll actually come and
talk to me. Wow! So, that’s great.
(2) Simpliﬁcation. More than 8 out of
10 (86%) librarians interviewed strive to
keep lectures, in-class activities, and instructional guides as short and as simple
as possible. Librarians guide in-class
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activities with clear expectations and instructions. Librarians keep things simple
by teaching one thing at a time, which is
especially feasible with multiple sessions,
and by focusing on basic library skills,
rather than a broad spectrum of information literacy competencies. As a librarian
explains with a reading class:
We have focused very much on really
basic kinds of things. Using dictionaries, encyclopedias. How those sorts
of sources actually work.… We’ve
tied it in the past to deﬁnitions, synonyms, and antonyms exercises.
Interestingly, a librarian comments
on the relationship between simpliﬁed,
guided learning and note-taking skills,
which are often underdeveloped for developmental education students:
I thought what they really needed
was guided learning.… So, I created
[ﬁll-in-the-blank] worksheets.… like
guided note-taking. They are still
learning how to take notes. They’re
at such a low level.… we want to
take as much stress out of it as possible. So, when I am teaching, I’m
using the worksheet, and they are
using the worksheet.
Simpliﬁcation often mirrors the experiences students have in their own developmental education courses. A librarian
shares:
We wrote up a paragraph deﬁning
what we mean by “database”… part
of their homework was to know that
vocabulary before we came in [to
teach].… The instructor had told us
that they wouldn’t be familiar with
this word… so by making that part
of their homework, which is typical
for them in a reading class, we could
really integrate that into the class.
(3) Scaﬀolding. Scaﬀolding is a teaching strategy for students who are nov-
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ice library users. Through scaﬀolding,
librarians limit the complexities of
academic libraries and then gradually
remove those limits as students gain
knowledge and skills in library research.
Scaﬀolding requires extensive instructional support from the librarian and
very structured sessions to help students
build their understanding of new library
concepts and skills. Typically, students
work on simpliﬁed tasks that make the
session more manageable. Librarians
vigilantly deliver complete instructions
to students, keep students on task,
and minimize uncertainty. A librarian
describes three sequential highly structured, time-on-task library sessions for
a writing course:
The students begin to initiate their
research projects by looking up
their topic in encyclopedias. The
next class… I work with them on
how to ﬁnd a book on their topic.
We’ll spend maybe 10 to 15 minutes demonstrating how to do the
search… the remainder of the class;
students go out into the library,
execute a search… and then go to
the stacks to ﬁnd the book. Many
times remedial students will need
assistance on… ﬁnding the book.
The following week, the students
will come back having narrowed
their topic.… I’ll demonstrate 10 to
15 minutes on how to do a search for
an article… then they’ll go out into
the library and search on their topic
and print an article. Once, we tried
to do the book and the article session
together. And, it was chaos!
Another librarian reports:
We have implemented this sort of
multitiered approach. [The first
session] would be very assignmentspecific like biographical references. How do you ﬁnd out about
an author’s background? We believe
in scaﬀolding, building upon prior
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knowledge.… I would come back
in later on in the semester… we’d
have a little review. Remember,
how we used these biographical
databases? We’ll take that same skill
you learned, and we’re going to apply it to [this other database]. Now,
we’re going to look for a concept as
opposed to a person [for your ﬁvepage research paper].
Through scaﬀolding, developmental
education students are eventually able to
apply new library knowledge and skills
on their own. A librarian shares:
For the ﬁrst library session, we are
there for the entire time because it is
all new, and it is all diﬃcult.… The
mechanics of how to download or
print or e-mail an article… can take
a third of a class. Once they master
these basic skills, they can carry
them forward to other classes….
What we discovered is that they
have mastered [these skills] after
the ﬁrst class…. Now that they have
mastered the mechanics, we have
been able to actually cut down the
second two sessions. We haven’t
needed as much time.
(4) Hands-on, active learning. More
than three-quarters (77%) of librarians
interviewed identify hands-on and active
learning experiences in developmental
library sessions as the most effective
teaching technique. A librarian explains
that active learning in library sessions
mirrors student experiences in developmental education courses:
It is never 50 minutes of lecture,
because their normal classroom experience isn’t set up that way. A lot
of active learning strategies that the
regular classroom instructors use,
we try to bring into the classroom.
Active learning and hands-on components in a library session often involve

real “in the stacks” experiences. A librarian explains:
The questions are designed to get
them to actually dig into the material.… We hear from the instructors
again and again that being out in the
library… looking at the resources,
has just done a world of good for
the students in terms of making
them feel comfortable in the library.
It is part of helping the students
change their experience in college
in general.
Hands-on activities also incorporate
the use of technology by developmental
students, including utilization of ebooks, article databases, online reference
sources, and Web sites. For the most part,
the librarians indicate that the students
are comfortable using technology. Librarians use technology to enhance their own
teaching such as embedding videos into
lectures or using online games to reinforce
concepts. Librarians also load assignments, pathﬁnders, or other materials
onto library Web pages, which is especially helpful to developmental students
who lose their copies or miss a class. A
librarian describes one use of the Web
for students reading a nonﬁction book in
a developmental English course:
The library developed a webpage…
that had vocabulary words and the
definitions of those words taken
from each chapter.… We also found
pictures or little videos of places or
things that [the author] had mentioned in the book that we put on
that website.
Only four of the librarians use online
library tutorials with developmental
students, achieving marginal success.
Those who do experiment with online
tutorials caution against using these tutorials as a replacement for face-to-face
teaching and learning with developmental students.
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(5) Engagement. More than half (58%)
of librarians interviewed comment on
the short attention span of developmental education students and the need
to engage students. More than a third
(35%) of librarians use class discussion,
whole class or small group, to engage
students. Some librarians comment that
this technique mirrors teaching methods
by developmental education instructors.
As a librarian explains:
A very short part is me teaching.
For the most part of the class, they
are… doing. They are ﬁnding their
own articles.… There is a lot of
discussion during the lab. They’ll
find a piece of information and
they’ll ask, “Now, is this appropriate for my timeline?”. . . We’ll pull
together the class for discussion [on
this question].… As they read, they
have a lot of class discussions…
now their discussions are more
informed because they have done
research.
Librarians also engage students with
humor, entertainment and fun exercises.
A librarian comments:
Being funny seems to be the best
thing even more than what you say
about the library.… I did graphical
images of a cell phone, a scholarly
article, a website… all different
[sources of information], and I had
the students stand up [representing
these sources]. I would ask, “How
would you put yourself in order
to ﬁnd the most useful information about a poison ivy rash?” Or,
say you need to research whether
school uniforms help students get
better grades, reorder yourselves.…
In one case, the YouTube video
actually became most important.
And, then they are laughing. They
have an awareness of information.
And, they know the librarian isn’t
staid.
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To engage students, librarians also use
classroom examples and develop assignments that would be of personal interest
to students. A librarian shares an experience with an off-putting exercise that
does not engage developmental students
because it lacks relevance to their lives:
When I ﬁrst started working with
these classes… they would get a
handout with some questions to ﬁll
out.… Find a book… write down
the title. That didn’t work very well,
because they didn’t see the purpose
behind it. They thought it was
boring, busy work, which sort of
exacerbated the attitude… that the
library was boring. So, I’ve stopped
doing that sort of thing… and make
it a lot more practical to their life.
(6) Aﬀective behaviors. More than half
(58%) of librarians interviewed also address
noncognitive issues, such as library anxiety
and student attitudes toward the library
that may aﬀect learning and student success. These librarians consciously address
these issues during instruction sessions
with developmental students. Research
supports this tactic, which shows that library instruction can lower levels of library
anxiety.33 Some of the librarians try to tackle
broader aﬀective behaviors, including overall excitement about learning and student
conﬁdence in their overall abilities. A librarian describes her experiences:
It is important for us to help developmental education students feel
that the library is a place that is there
to help them succeed. I speciﬁcally
address this with the developmental
education students, who often have
had a negative experience.… It is
amazing. The instructors come back
to the classroom, and we hear again
and again that coming [for library
instruction] has just done a world
of good for the students in terms
of making them feel comfortable in
the library.
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Another librarian shares successes in
this area:
[The reading teacher] was very
aware of the students’ attitudes
toward the library. We talked about
the fact that just her bringing them
in here three times would create a
familiarity and lessen the fear.…
She had them write a half-page
letter on what they thought about
the library stuﬀ that they did. And
the quotes we got… were just mind
blowing, like “I used to be afraid of
the library, but now I know I can do
this!”… You could actually see it in
the students as the semester went
on.… By the third time… they are
so familiar that they are swaggering.
Their body language is just really
comfortable.
The six patterns (multiple sessions,
simplification, scaffolding, hands-on/
active learning, engagement, affective behaviors) in current instructional
practices with developmental students
interconnect. “Scaffolding” is dependent on “multiple sessions” and “simplification.” “Engagement” relies on
“hands-on/active learning” experiences.
“Multiple sessions” impact the extent to
which “aﬀective behaviors” are modiﬁed.
“Simpliﬁcation” of library sessions addresses “aﬀective behaviors” by building
students’ conﬁdence in their abilities. An
increase in student conﬁdence may enable
students to take on more complex critical
thinking tasks. Nearly a third (30%) of
librarians interviewed mention “critical
thinking” as an important component of
their instruction. Librarians help develop
critical thinking skills of developmental
students when these students evaluate
the usefulness and credibility of a Web
site, determine which article is the best ﬁt
for an assignment, and incorporate new
information from library resources into
already existing knowledge.
Many of the patterns in current instructional practices with developmental

students also align with good pedagogy
for developmental education in general.
This includes providing a high degree
of structure through scaffold learning,34 using class discussions to engage
students,35 using active learning,36 and
addressing noncognitive issues that can
aﬀect learning.37 As the librarians reﬂect
on the diﬀerent teaching techniques that
they use with developmental students,
some librarians remark that their experiences inﬂuence all of their instruction. A
librarian points out:
I think just having worked in depth
with these classes has raised our
level of consciousness in the library
to the point where we’ve gone back
and redeveloped a lot of our general
materials to be simpler and more
easily understandable. We’re all
subscribing to the “simpler is better” routine now.
Assignment Design
Nearly half (45%) of librarians interviewed express the importance of designing library assignments for developmental courses that have a high probability
of student success. In one case, a library
assignment is developed for every developmental education course oﬀered at
the institution. Developmental education
students typically complete assignments
during class. This “time-on-task” approach is intended to help ensure student
success. In addition, librarians pay careful
attention to the design of assignments for
student success, including topic selections
that can be supported by library collections. A librarian explains:
The reference librarian and I come
up with the list of topics… by seeing
what we have.… Our whole thrust
here is to have them do this developmental project and be conﬁdent
about doing basic research. So we
only want them to use topics that
we think they will be successful
doing.
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Librarians also stress the importance of
designing assignments that utilize easierto-use library resources, especially in terms
of readability. A librarian expresses:
We narrow them down to using
[a simpler article database] so that
they are hopefully ﬁnding things on
their reading level, and they are not
getting frustrated by ﬁnding all of
those scholarly articles.… For developmental education students… you
need to set them up for success. So,
by putting them in the right place at
the right time, hopefully, their level
of frustration will be low.
Another technique from the interviews
to ensure student success is to create
simpliﬁed assignments with step-by-step
instructions. Librarians give clear assignment instructions and anticipate problems
in advance to eliminate them, which helps
reduce student frustration and risk of not
completing the assignment. Even specialized in-class handouts are deliberately designed to be simple but complete and often
use screenshots to help further explain the
directions. A librarian comments:
The instructional design that we put
into those handouts, we are pretty
careful that everything is right.
That we don’t leave out steps. That
it includes all the information that
needs to be there. And lately we
have taken to using visual kinds
of things, putting in more pictures
of what the menus look like rather
than just describing them.
Often, course assignments are designed collaboratively with developmental education instructors to ensure student
success. A librarian shares:
The librarians tend to be a lot more
involved in the creation of the assignments… Maybe in other departments, instructors will say, “Well,
if my handout is a little bit out of
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date, the students will ﬁgure it out.”
The developmental educators know
that they have to be really clear with
their instructions.… I went out to
lunch with one of the instructors
because she wanted to show me
her assignment. She wanted to talk
extensively with me… to make sure
that the library had all the resources
to support the assignment and that
it was within their capabilities.
Assignment design also interconnects
with the six patterns in current instructional practices with developmental students.
“Multiple sessions” impact how much
material is covered in an assignment.
“Simpliﬁcation” impacts the complexity
of an assignment. “Engagement” and
“hands-on/active learning” impact what
students do in an assignment; and when
librarians create library assignments with
a high probability of student success, they
address “aﬀective behaviors.” This follows Stephen D. Brookﬁeld’s suggestion
that creating opportunities for student
success, such as fail-proof activities, can
build student self-esteem and reduce the
level of resistance to learning.38
Outreach
The librarians employ several techniques
for integrating the library into developmental education programs, including the
following: 1) examining textbooks used in
developmental education classes to identify an opening for library instruction; 2)
redoing mediocre preexisting assignments
to include library skills; 3) reviewing the
developmental education curriculum to
identify how library classes could ﬁt in;
4) participating on developmental-related
committees; 5) capitalizing on strong preexisting relationships with developmental
education instructors; and 6) sitting in on
developmental education classes to identify opportunities for incorporating the
library. A librarian summarizes:
In advance, we get a copy of the syllabus and all of the [developmental
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educators’] assignments. And we
get a copy of their textbook.…
After looking at their work, we design a draft of how the visit to the
library would be structured… and
designed to support one of their
existing assignments.… When you
sit down with the faculty member,
you say, “I know that in the fourth
week of the semester, you do this,
and so we think that a good support
mechanism is to have them in the
library to do this.”
Another librarian reworks a preexisting exercise:
The teacher told me that they are
just writing sentences so they can’t
do research. I asked the instructor
if we could work together to come
up with some idea. She said, “Well,
we are going to be writing an essay
about how to do something.” And
I have [a simple article database],
and so we just emphasized that one
database.… Even though they were
at a very basic level… we did teach
them something worthwhile, by just
using one resource in the library to
help them write an essay.
Another librarian uses a developmental
education reading textbook to reach out:
When I looked at their textbook, I
did notice that they did something
on dictionaries, so I proposed the
idea of bringing them in for a session on the dictionary. And we have
been doing it every semester since.
A librarian explains a curriculumbased approach:
They had just implemented a new
reading requirement… and since
[the students] were restricted from
taking actual credit courses, a lot of
them were taking… classes that they
didn’t need, where they were just

wasting credit time.… They wanted
to take a full load to keep their insurance, their Pell grant, whatever. So,
some of them were taking three or
four PE classes. So I basically created this library course and fought
it through curriculum.
Nearly a third (30%) of the librarians
interviewed report that their campus
did not have a developmental education
committee. For those that did, 59 percent
of the librarians reported that a librarian
was a member of such a committee. A
librarian explains that committee participation helps integrate the library into all
developmental education courses:
I go to the developmental education
meetings.… And they give me a
space at every meeting to talk about
the library. Hammering it in. The
committee I sit on meets in the library. I suggested that early on, and
I make coﬀee. So, when we meet, we
meet in the library, which I did as
a sneaky way of ensuring that we
stay connected.… Even when they
have their Friday night [adjunct]
meetings, I open the library and they
all come in.
The librarians in this study who proactively contact developmental educators
successfully collaborate with them on
the design of library instruction sessions
and class assignments. No one outreach
approach is more eﬀective than another.
The outreach practices in this study may
inspire academic librarians to integrate
basic library skills into developmental
education programs.
Learning Assistance and Tutoring
Learning assistance centers and tutoring
services, although typically available to
all students, are important components
of any comprehensive developmental
education program. Interviews provide
some evidence that libraries are forming
relationships with learning assistance and
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tutoring centers, although many are in the
early stages of development. Two librarians describe projects where they help design Web sites. One is for a tutoring center
and the other is for a specialized retention
department. In addition, two librarians
actually work with students in their tutoring centers. A librarian explains:
Each semester we’ll designate one
librarian to be the contact for the center. And they’ll go over twice, maybe
three times, a week for an hour and…
work with students who are there to
receive tutoring. Once in a while, the
librarians… are inundated.… But,
most of the time, one or two students
will approach them in the hour, and
it is manageable. The most recent
librarian… has made a number of
follow-up appointments. So after he
has met a student at the center, the
student might say, “Hey, can I come
see you at your oﬃce next week?”
Two librarians teach workshops sponsored by their tutoring centers. Typically,
attendance at these workshops is low,
except when instructors require attendance or oﬀer attendance as extra credit.
A librarian shares:
We have been trying to work together with the learning center for
two semesters now… they realized
that [library workshops] would be
a benefit to the students who are
at risk of leaving, of ﬂunking. This
semester, we did about three of these
and attendance was very low. I told
them that we don’t get discouraged.
We will do this for one student.… So,
it’s one-on-one. So, they get this great
session! Eventually, we’ll get the
bugs worked out or we’ll get a better
incentive to pull the students in.
Four of the librarians train their writing tutors on research-related help so that
they can serve students better. A librarian
describes the training:
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We’ve been doing tutor development for the last six years to train
writing tutors [students] to help
with basic library research.… And
when they get to a place where it
is beyond their experience… they
bring them in. We teach them basic
reference interview skills.… What
we’re talking about is the whole
concept of peer modeling.… You’re
not an authority ﬁgure. You’re one
of them. You can also share your experiences, where your struggles or
diﬃculties are. And that might also
help to build conﬁdence for them.
Library Collections
Nearly nine out of ten (87%) librarians
interviewed consider reading levels and
learning abilities of developmental students when building library collections.
This consciousness applies to collection
development decisions for circulating
books, reference books, and online databases. There are three cases where the
easier-to-read materials are identiﬁable
through the online catalogs. Librarians
express the importance of their AV collection for developmental students, too,
but they are also cautious about attracting
students to these collections for fear of
discouraging reading.
More than one third (35%) of librarians
interviewed promote certain materials,
such as pleasure reading collections,
shorter books, books at appropriate reading levels, and mathematics AV materials, to developmental students through
reading lists or during library instruction
sessions. A librarian explains:
We got a grant to build a collection
for anyone who is learning to read
in English… things like abbreviated
versions of classic novels, English
grammar books, visual dictionaries.
The writing is in simple language.…
[The collection] happens to be right
outside of our library instruction
classroom. In all of our developmental reading and writing classes, we
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make a point to show the students
where that collection is. And we tell
them, “If you have to read a book
and the book that you were assigned
is too complicated, there is probably
a book on the same topic that is in
this collection.”
Despite deliberately selecting materials to support developmental education
students, only one library has a written
statement about this in their collection
development policy. Likewise, even
though the librarians participate in their
developmental education programs in
a variety of ways, only three librarians
reported having deﬁned library goals or
objectives for these activities. This is unfortunate, because well-deﬁned library goals
and objectives for developmental students
can strengthen planning eﬀorts and help
ensure adequate resource allocation for
sustainability. In addition, library strategic
and operational documents, such as annual action plans, are typically shared with
campus administrators. If library actions
for developmental students are included
in these documents, campus administrators would be more aware of the ways in
which academic libraries contribute to
developmental education programs.
Discussion
The interviews in this study illustrate active ways in which librarians participate
in developmental education programs;
yet academic libraries are absent from the
developmental education literature. This
omission can have serious consequences.
If campus administrators, developmental
educators, regional and national developmental education associations, and
policy makers have no knowledge from
the literature of how academic libraries
support developmental students, it is
highly unlikely that academic libraries
will ever play a part in any policy or
budgetary decision-making related to
developmental education at the local,
state, or national levels. Developmental
education planning decisions will then

be made without adequate consultation
with academic librarians, who bring
unique perspectives from their experiences. Indeed, George Kuh and his colleagues, who have studied colleges that
excel at promoting student success, have
expressed that “many librarians know a
good deal about how students spend their
time, what they think and talk about, and
how they feel, yet they are underused
educational resources.”39
Fortunately, the situation can be remedied if academic librarians increase
their communication of current successes, share ideas of future contributions, and more actively participate on
developmental-related planning committees. The interviews show that librarians could have a larger representation
on campus developmental education
committees, which could help ensure
that campus decisions are inclusive of
library contributions. The interviews
also show room for growth in communication and collaboration with learning
assistance centers and tutoring services.
While it was encouraging to learn that
four of the librarians have presented at
developmental education conferences,
nearly half of the librarians have never
attended any developmental education
workshop or conference, even at the local
level. More vigorous communication of
contributions by academic librarians to a
broader developmental education audience at regional and national conferences
could also help ensure that developmental education researchers and policy
makers consider academic libraries when
researching and decision making.
The omission of academic libraries
may also be due to the lack of published
research demonstrating the impact that
academic librarians have on student success in terms of retention, persistence, or
grades.40 Near the end of one interview,
a librarian expresses:
I feel in my heart that we really
do make a contribution to these
students.
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To complement this gut feeling, academic librarians need to gather more evidence on the eﬀects that libraries have on
developmental students. This, too, can help
remedy the problem of academic libraries
being absent in developmental education
literature. One librarian interviewed has
noticed that the students who completed
the developmental library course have
a high persistence rate (90%) in the following semester. Another librarian has
experimented with surveying sections
of an English developmental class after
participating in a library project and has
discovered an improvement in overall attitudes about learning. These measurement
methods are headed in the right direction.
Research by George Kuh and his colleagues
has also begun to highlight how librarians
contribute to student engagement and success,41 which may help to make the case for
incorporating libraries into comprehensive
developmental education programs.
Conclusion
While developmental education literature
portrays academic library contributions
as practically nonexistent, this research
shows that libraries actively participate

in developmental education programs
in a variety of ways. Applying sound
pedagogy, librarians teach basic library
skills in developmental education and
academic success courses so that students
have the fundamental knowledge and
skills to do college-level work. Through a
variety of outreach techniques, librarians
integrate the library into developmental
education programs and design course
assignments with a high probability
of student success. Librarians help to
reduce library anxiety and build overall
self-conﬁdence in learning. In addition,
librarians build and promote supportive
library collections for developmental students. There are also signs that librarians
are working more closely with learning
assistance centers and tutoring services
to reach out to developmental students
in new ways. The need for basic library
skills instruction and specialized library
services and collections for developmental students is likely to remain for some
time.42 Academic librarians can use the
practices discovered in this study to encourage integration of academic libraries
into their own comprehensive developmental education programs.
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